
Menlo Security Plug-in
The Menlo Security Isolation Platform (MSIP) provides organizations with a way to 
insulate users from web-based threats. The Secure Web Gateway integrates with         
a variety of third-party malware detection protection solutions. 

Antivirus and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) solutions don’t provide bullet-
proof protection to users.  Threats can still evade detection.  Sandboxes are better at 
addressing threats within files, but often degrade the user experience by interrupting 
productivity.

The Glasswall - MSIP integration ensures that users can safely browse the internet 
and receive files free from threats - without compromising on usability or speed.

Key benefits
Provides administrators with the ability to set acceptable use policies to block 
malicious activity - including compromised websites, cybersquatting, file uploads 
and downloads, social-posting and other known threats

Business files being downloaded by users can be made safe without disruption 
to the user

Guaranteed protection from malicious threats in lightning speed

No loss of productivity often seen with sandboxing

Users can safely browse the Internet and receive files free from threats 

No compromising usability or speed

Key features
Glasswall Cloud-Native CDR Platform provides sub-second threat-removal 
capabilities when enabled as part of the Menlo Security Isolation Platform (MSIP)

Industrial scale Cloud-Native performance 

Glasswall CDR Platform can be deployed in both public and private clouds

Traffic can be distributed across multiple Availability Zones (AZs) or Regions

Many thousands of Internet users can be supported in parallel for any deployment

Designed to auto-scale horizontally



Use cases

File uploads or downloads to 
block malicious activity

Targeted spear-phishing or 
generic phishing attacks

Zero Trust architecture

How it works
The isolation-powered, Zero Trust solution routes all online activity through a remote cloud-
based browser and treats all content as malicious. Glasswall’s Cloud-Native Content Disarm and 
Reconstruction (CDR) Platform provides sub-second threat-removal capabilities when enabled as 
part of the Menlo Security Isolation Platform (MSIP).
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